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Hachette Children's Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, Victorian Times, Jillian Powell, Each book in this
delightful, child-friendly series focuses on a different period in
history, from Ancient Egypt right up to World War 2. Children will
love learning about each era, and then following the simple
instructions to make useful or interesting objects from that time.
Age-appropriate and accessible, the books are jam-packed with
great ideas and perfect for use at home or in the classroom. In
Craft Box: Victorian Times, you can learn how to make a Penny
Black stamp, a barrel organ, a silhouette portrait, a bellows
camera, a spinning top, a Victorian police helmet, a Jubilee
souvenir, a model of the Crystal Palace, a Victorian calling card,
a terrarium, a candlestick telephone and a cornucopia! Fun
facts on every spread give background information about the
Victorian era and its people, from the engineers, explorers and
inventors who are still famous today, to Queen Victoria herself. A
Further Information spread suggests age-appropriate websites
and books, so children can go away and learn more about the
Victorians. A glossary explains any tricky words, and will help to
further increase children's knowledge and understanding of the
era.
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been
printed in an extremely simple way and is particularly simply right a er i finished reading through this pdf where
actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of
the pdf. You may like how the article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosa r io Dur g a n-- Rosa r io Dur g a n
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